
Corporate Flight Traveller - Passenger Emergency Training

The Corporate Traveller program is a short safety training course for executives who

frequently travel on small corporate jets or for private aircraft owners who travel without a

safety trained flight attendant. It is also ideal for personal staff, PA’S, butlers and chefs who

work or travel on-board their principles private aircraft as part of their profession.

The training will equip any passenger or personal staff member with the knowledge and

training to recognise potential hazards and to confidently handle any unforeseen situation or

emergencies as they occur.



Who Is the Course For?

This course is ideal for corporate fight departments and executives who frequently use

corporate business jets for travel. It is also ideal for owners of private aircraft where a flight

attendant is not carried, it can be tailored to the individual aircraft variant. This short course

is also suitable for personal staff who travel or work on-board their principles aircraft,

enabling them to confidently deal with any unforeseen situations. Training can be conducted

in-house or at a location of choice for convenience.

Further Information for Private Aircraft Operations 

EASA NCC.OP.140 requires that passengers who travel on a private aircraft should be a

given a safety briefing every flight, however the operator may replace the

briefing/demonstration with a passenger training programme covering all safety and

emergency procedures for a given type of aircraft. Only passengers who have been trained

according to this programme and have flown on the aircraft type within the last 90 days may

be carried on board without receiving a briefing/demonstration.

Syllabus and Course Duration - 4 Hours

Standard pre-flight briefing information

Use of portable breathing equipment (PBE) and personal smoke hoods

Use of firefighting equipment (fire extinguishers/thermal runaway stop kits if applicable)

Use of oxygen dispensing equipment

Use and donning of life jackets

Recognition of hypoxia

Decompression procedures

Location and use of emergency exits

Emergency evacuation procedures

Firefighting procedures

Life raft usage and familiarization.

Pilot incapacitation

Surface contamination awareness

Emergency equipment specific to aircraft type/provided for individual passenger use

Booking

For further information about this course  or making a booking  please contact the office:

Email: Info@corporateflighttraining.com/safety@corporateflighttraining.com.

Telephone: +44 208 7983162.


